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The earth, moon and many meteorites are significantly depleted in volatile elements 
compared to C1 chondrites. In general, the degree of loss is related to the elements' 
volatility, with greater depletions occurring in elements with higher volatilities. The 
depletions could be caused by either partial evaporation or incomplete condensation in the 
early solar nebula. Whatever the process, some isotopic mass fractionation can be expected to 
accompany this partitioning between solids and gas. In an early study [I], the isotopic 
composition of potassium in the earth was compared to that of meteorites derived from 
bodies which have undergone little, or no, loss of the volatile alkali elements. If the earth 
represents a residue (or partial condensate) and the meteorites are representative of the bulk 
solar nebula, the earth will be expected to contain potassium that is isotopically heavier than 
that present in these meteorites. The analyses showed [ l ]  that the potassium in the earth is 
indeed isotopically heavier than that present in meteorites (by rvl.2%o/amu). Predictions were 
made [ l ]  for the mass fractionation of potassium in SNC meteorites and the moon. The SNC 
meteorites which, based on their K/U ratios have potassium abundances between those of the 
earth and Cl  chondrites, were predicted to be isotopically lighter than the earth by 0.0- 
0.8%0 /amu. In contrast, the moon which is depleted in potassium relative to the earth, 
should be isotopically heavier than it by approximately 0.9%o/amu. Analyses of the SNC 
meteorite, Lafayette, reported orally last year (see Table) gave a potassium isotopic 
composition indistinguishable from that of the earth. The mass fractionation of the SNC 
meteorite was, however, different from the presumed solar nebula value given by the 
Colomera IIE iron and the Kota-Kota enstatite chondrite. Analyses have now been made on 
K-feldspars in lunar granites. 

Measurement of potassium mass fractionation were made on the Chicago IM 20 ion 
microprobe using the methods reports in [I].  Analyses were made on lunar K-feldspars 
present in four thin-sections (14321-1439, 14305-380, 14305-393 and 14305-479). Potassium 
mass fractionations were determined relative to Madagascar high sanidine. Analyses made on 
one thin section (14305-479) had errors three times larger than normal and are reported 
separately (Table). Five data blocks and three data blocks were also recorded for the 
Colomera sanidine and Sri Lanka orthoclase respectively (Table). The re-analyses of the 
Colomera IIE iron feldspar gave a potassium mass fractionation well within error of that 
previously recorded. The terrestrial feldspar was not significantly fractionated from the 
terrestrial standard. The potassium in the lunar feldspar (Table) was isotopically lighter than 
the terrestrial feldspar rather than heavier as predicted [I]. The mass fractionation of - 
0.90kO.l4%damu is only slightly heavier than that measured for the Colomera feldspar. 
While the analyses were made at low resolution the concentration of elements which could 
produce important molecular ion overlaps, Na and Mg, were low (<I% and <50ppm 
respectively). Molecular peak overlaps at MgO+ or NaO+, at the potassium masses, represent 
less than O.l%/amu. Barium was the only minor element found in significant quantitites in 
the lunar feldspar. The BaO concentration varied between 0.4 and 4.4%; similar 
concentrations are found in the orthoclase from Sri Lanka. 

While the isotopic composition of potassium in lunar feldspars is different from that 
seen in terrestrial crystals the oxygen isotopic composition of lunar and terrestrial rocks are 
indistinguishable [2]. The high potassium contents of rocks (and the potassium isotopic 
signature) found at the Apollo 14 site cannot be simply explained by locally increasing the 
volatile element content by the addition of chondritic matter [3] since many incompatible 
element ratios are similar to those seen elsewhere on the moon. In particular the lunar 
Rb/Cs ratio is unusual, whereas rubidium is depleted in the moon relative to the earth 
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cesium is not. It has been shown [5] that the alkali elements are indeed lost from solids in the 
order Na<K<Rb<Cs as predicted from their volatility. The prevential loss of rubidium over 
cesium cannot therefore be simply explained by a volatility related process. This reversal of 
the expected depletions is also true for Apollo 14 granites [4]. The Ba/Rb and K/Rb ratios, 
both of the whole rocks [4] and the feldspars (measured by ion microprobe) are also similar 
to bulk lunar values. The formation of the moon with a relatively high cesium content has 
been explained by a model [5] involving the impact of a large chondritic body into the earths 
mantle. It was postulated that the moon was formed from a combination of anhydrous C1 
chondrite and the earths' mantle followed by a significant loss of volatile elements. A 1:l 
mixture of terrestrial mantle and dehydrated C1 material followed by a 92% Rb and a 97% 
Cs (and an estimated 80% K) loss of alkali metals is required to produce the lunar Rb/Cs 
ratio. However, any lunar origin which requires the addition of more than 20% of a 
terrestrial component more than 40% loss of potassium will produce potassium mass 
fractionations heavier than observed here. One other possible explanation of the potassium 
isotopic signature is that the original loss of potassium, and other volatile elements, from the 
moon was much greater than that indicated by present concentrations of these elements. The 
present alkali metal concentrations and K/Rb and Cs/Rb ratios are determined by the late 
addition (to the whole moon) of chondritic material. If the material added later was of 
anhydrous C1 chondrite composition then some loss of elements with very low volatilities 
(<600K) must occur from the impacting body. 

In conclusion, the isotopic mass fractionation of potassium in lunar feldspars is not 
similar to, or heavier than, the earth; the potassium isotopic composition is close to that of 
the solar nebula. The U/K ratios cannot be used to predict potassium mass fractionation. 
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Table Potassium isotopic mass fractionation (W 

sZm& No. of data blocks h41~%o/amu 

# 3 High Sanidine, Madagascar - - 
# 3 Orthoclase, Sri Lanka 3 t0.21k.23 
# 5 High Sanidine, Colomera IIE iron meteorite 5 -1.31k.29 
Lafayette, SNC K-feldspar 5 -0.04k.27 
Lunar feldspar 11 -0.90k. 14 

5 - 1.13k.70 
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